Lowell Textile Registration Increases Nine Per Cent

Fifty Freshmen Register — Sons of Alumni Enter Institute.

Included in the 50 new men are from all sections of the country and foreign countries who arrived at Textile on Thursday, September 22, and are sons of these alumni. William Sayles White and Harry C. Churchill were among the early arrivals. Sayles White is the son of Royal P. White, '94, Mr. White is the Chairman of our Board of Trustees. He is also the agent of the Sterling Mill and President of the Sterling Company. Harry Churchill is the son of Charles W. Churchill, '93. Mr. Churchill is the managing director of the Churchill Manufacturing Company, and he is also a member of our Board of Trustees.

Within the next month William T. Dewey, son of James F. Dewey, '94, will arrive at the School, to take up a special course in study in textiles. Mr. Dewey, '94, is the president and the treasurer of A. Dewey Company in Gowreave, Vermont.

The Orientation Program in charge of Professor James O. Davis opened with the registration of the freshmen at 9 a.m. Thursday morning. At this time the registrar, Miss Ruth Foster, had the new men fill out the necessary forms and the registration blanks. Following this period, Professor Herbert J. Hall explained the constitution and the aims of the Co-operative Society to the new arrivals.

A dinner was served to the freshmen at the Y. M. C. A. at 12:30.

President Eames Goes to Chicago

President Eames left on Saturday for Chicago to attend the meeting of the Textile Section of the National Safety Conference and Annual Safety Exposition — October 9.

TEXTILE SECTION—Meeting held on October 9 at the Hotel. General Chairmen — Charles R. Fagan, President, will preside, Lowell Textile Institute, Lowell, Mass.

FINANCIAL COMMITTEE — Alderman, M. W. Halas, President; Alfredson Mutual Insurance Co., Greenwich, N. C.

FINANCIAL COMMITTEE — Alderman, M. W. Halas, President; American Mutual Fire Insurance Co., Boston, Mass.

FINANCIAL COMMITTEE — Alderman, M. W. Halas, President; American Mutual Life Insurance Co., Boston, Mass.

FINANCIAL COMMITTEE — Alderman, M. W. Halas, President; American Mutual Fire Insurance Co., Boston, Mass.

FINANCIAL COMMITTEE — Alderman, M. W. Halas, President; American Mutual Life Insurance Co., Boston, Mass.

FINANCIAL COMMITTEE — Alderman, M. W. Halas, President; American Mutual Fire Insurance Co., Boston, Mass.

The following papers will be given at the meeting:

- "How We Eliminated Hazards Experienced in the Manufacture of Textile Products" by R. B. Brown, Aud., Mgr. and Safety Director, Columbia Mills, Inc., Chicago.

Textile Holds N. H. Univ. to 7-6 Victory at Durham

Outweighed 10 to 1 and by a man, the Local Team Nevertheless Holds Rivals Scoreless for Two Periods.

If ever a college football club scored a moral victory, that distinction was achieved by Textile's Junior team at Durham, N. H. on Saturday afternoon when (11) hand colleges held the much-heralded New Hampshire State in hand throughout the first half, before being forced to accept a 7 to 6 defeat in the third and fourth periods.
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Inflation Plays Double Role

Inflation is the Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde of finance. As Dr. Jekyll, it is simply means to get enough money and credit into circulation to permit rising wages, higher prices, and greater prosperity. It is the resurrection of the ancient doctrine of the unlimited use in which the national life is not on the possible result of all phases of the national life for everybody.

And authorities are completely disagreed over Dr. Jekyll or Mr. Hyde. If inflation has not at least the wholesale of the printing press, such as in post-war confusion under a dozen of eggs in many European countries worth a whole handful of copper.

by the fact that the expansion to be expected.

Most of the manufacturers have let.

the case, an American who has been a corporation of such a kind in any case has a claim on the church.

the case, an American whose church has a claim on the church.

readily able to supply enough food for the necessary conditions that the townspeople would declare was properly only done by Mr. Hyde.

Here is where the President has done a great work.

to the amount of R. F. C. lending, so that banks will be able to pay the money back to manufacturers to increase wages and production and to purchase farm products for the city, thus giving the farmers ready money.

available to cotton farmers, enabling them to hold out for a fair price on their cotton.

Gone off the gold standard and allowed the dollar to depreciate in terms of other currencies (Cheep money), making money cheaper even at home and forcing free circulation.

If there is to be an effective currency inflation, I want to see up to $5,000,000,000 in bank notes to buy outstanding bonds or federal obligations.

The gold content of the dollar up to one-half, thus making a cheap dollar in commodities—thus raising prices.

Provide for the unlimited coining of silver.

The President can now become a free-lancer in his Dr. Jekyll manner is getting money to people by every conceivable means short of creating the printing presses. This says the nation isexpensive on its program. And the printing presses, declare will open only "when, as, and if necessary."

KEN LESLIE, OF SPENDS
THE SUMMER ON BOARD THE EXAMINER

(Continued from page 21)

Examiners of the American Eagle Line said they were looking for an American to work aboard a cruise to Spain, French Morocco, West Africa, and Southern France. They are looking for a man who can speak English and Spanish. As soon as the ship arrives at the evening of the day and seven days each week. The ship was scheduled to arrive in Tunisia on the 15th, and in the 16th-17th, and on the 22nd of this month. This is the first time this ship has been in these ports. The ship is scheduled to arrive in Tunisia on the 15th, and in the 16th-17th, and on the 22nd of this month. This is the first time this ship has been in these ports.

On the northern coast of Africa, the Examiners of the American Eagle Line said they were looking for a man who can speak English and Spanish. As soon as the ship arrives at the evening of the day and seven days each week. The ship was scheduled to arrive in Tunisia on the 15th, and in the 16th-17th, and on the 22nd of this month. This is the first time this ship has been in these ports. The ship is scheduled to arrive in Tunisia on the 15th, and in the 16th-17th, and on the 22nd of this month. This is the first time this ship has been in these ports.

The next stop was Ceuta, Morocco, and the ship sailed from there to Spain on the 15th. From there the ship sailed to the 17th, and to the 22nd of this month. This is the first time this ship has been in these ports. The ship is scheduled to arrive in Tunisia on the 15th, and in the 16th-17th, and on the 22nd of this month. This is the first time this ship has been in these ports. The ship is scheduled to arrive in Tunisia on the 15th, and in the 16th-17th, and on the 22nd of this month. This is the first time this ship has been in these ports.

On the 30th, the ship reached the Mediter-

ranean Sea,止 to Liberia in the eastern-

tic area, which has been described as un-

LUCS ECHAVARRIA, 35,
RETURN'S FROM A VISIT
TO HIS HOME IN COLOMBIA

(Continued from page 1)

"My observations of conditions during my recent visit to my home in South America have impressed me so much that I have given serious thought to a subject which should interest the church at all levels. I am referring to the textile industry in South America, and the influence of our churches in the world. It is in the list of national activities of Colombia. In Medellin, a most

in the list of national activities of Colombia.

and it is in the list of national activities of Colombia.

The next stop was Ceuta, Morocco, and the ship sailed from there to Spain on the 15th. From there the ship sailed to the 17th, and to the 22nd of this month. This is the first time this ship has been in these ports. The ship is scheduled to arrive in Tunisia on the 15th, and in the 16th-17th, and on the 22nd of this month. This is the first time this ship has been in these ports. The ship is scheduled to arrive in Tunisia on the 15th, and in the 16th-17th, and on the 22nd of this month. This is the first time this ship has been in these ports.
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the textile industry was born in Co-

South America only 166 years ago. Since the textile industry is the second largest employer in the country, until today it holds a principal post in the list of economic activities of Colombia. In Medellin, a major industrial city, with very poor commun-
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In the present situation of our political and public policies as a program for a more just and free country, consideration should be given to the financing of greatly planned projects in the field of public recreation.

The new leisure will be valued primarily because of added opportunities for various kinds of directions and associations, we must not overlook the possibilities of using it also for educational purposes. The opportunity is now at hand to give the worker, who has been handicapped by the inefficient leisure time, a chance to improve his knowledge of adult literacy, and to enable him to learn useful trades. Now, with the coming of shorter work hours even to the lowest grades of employees, the obstacle of leisure to adult education disappears and the time is ripe for progress in this direction.

With leisure becoming the recognized birthright of all conditions and classes of people, we can no longer afford to regard with indifference the nature of their pursuits.

1936 Column

Well, studies are again underway with a good crop of books for their engineers rear. Let us try to better our record of last year.

Times have changed. Hitch is no longer seen on the road; Bloomberg has been replaced by a young man with a saxophone.

The text needs the support of the student body if we are to have a complete program in this country. We must do more than read The Text and then offer casual comment upon its contents. We would like a position on the staff or a print in the college newspaper. We would like a position on the staff or a print in the college newspaper.

And then there was the freshman who asked a copy for a cigarette.

Football season is again underway and it is gratifying to know that a number of second year men are cul-

The Text needs the support of the student body if we are to have a complete program in this country. We must do more than read The Text and then offer casual comment upon its contents. We would like a position on the staff or a print in the college newspaper. Then there was the freshman who asked a copy for a cigarette.

As I queried of B, "Do they need hard stuff there?"

Everyone agrees that the black shirts and red ties would be quite inviting if they were only worn by a intelligent-looking group.
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LEARN to STUDY
By Goodwin Watson

Your method of study, whatever it has been, has served you so far, fairly well. Perhaps you are like the man who can write on the typewriter by the Hunt and York system and soon as reason why he should take the time and trouble to learn any other method.

At this point was made of two groups of students. One group was given training in how to study, while no special training was given to the other. At the end of the year, the group who the group trained in study methods had improved 15%. At Ohio University a comparison was made between selected groups of freshmen, one of which was given special training in study while the other was given four hours a week of training. The control or untrained group improved twenty per cent in marks, but the group to which training did how to study was given showed an improvement of thirty-five per cent in their marks.

Most of the difficulties arise with elementary school subjects, with reading, writing and arithmetic. The difficulty secondary school subjects don’t seem to matter so much in college. The test fact is that you have forgotten too much of what you learned in elementary school. Of course, there are certain differences in intellectual equipment, differences which probably will remain constant whatever is done about them, but such techniques can be learned.

Technique is the Thing
The most important factor in study is the factor of time. Nearly a student who is not doing well thinks it is because he is not putting in enough time. This does not appear when we check up that people who are getting lower grades put in more time in study than those who are getting high grades. This may be partly because those who put in more time have to do so because they work more slowly, or are less quick mentally, but largely it is due to inferior methods of work. One psychologist went into a university library and observed for ten minutes at a time each of the one hundred students at work there. Not one of the hundred did ten minutes of consecutive sending. On the average, forty per cent of the time of each student was spent in conversing, in looking around in leading through books, or in general daydreaming. This left an average of only thirty per cent of the time that was actually spent in the study that they would have told you they were doing there.

Cup students who have been especially successful in college work with those who have been unsuccessful, certain differences appear. Successful students read faster, they ask fewer questions, they are more apt to work out their own way of doing things instead of following some one’s lead. They are more apt to enjoy new tasks, more apt to have work in oh time, more apt to have a planed system for their work, and less apt to stop short when the moment is up. These are not just a professor’s ideas of how good students ought to behave, they are actual differences found in observing and comparing two groups of students, one of which had made a good record while the other fell below standard.

Another study which compared good and poor students showed that eight per cent of the poor students reviewed fairly often, four per cent of the poor students read an assignment over once and made notes on it, while forty-eight per cent of the good students used this method. The method of merely reading a text over and over again for twenty per cent of the poor students, but for not one of the good students. Application of what had been learned to something outside of class was twice as common in the good group as in the poor group. Skill in charts and tables was twice as common in the poor group. Fifty per cent of this group skipped them, while only ten per cent of the good students did so. The practice of making charts or graphs of the group of their own was five times as frequent among the good students, only ten per cent of the poor students took the trouble to do this. The practice of taking notes on lectures as fast as they could write was followed by one-third of the poor students, but by none of the good students.

Speed Up
Speed of reading is important. Some students in advanced classes practiced speed in reading for ten minutes a day for six days. At the end of the six days they had increased their speed from 225 to 280 words a minute. This does not seem like much of an improvement, but if you are studying a good many hours it makes a considerable difference in the amount of material you can cover. In another study, a group of students was given training to increase their speed of reading for three or four periods a week. At the beginning of the training their speed of reading averaged 225 words per minute. After the course of training they could read 240 words per minute, and at the end of two months they could read 340 words per minute, a gain of one hundred per cent over their initial speed. How do you do it? In the first place, you can eliminate some of the waste motions. What motions does (Continued on Page 31)

about Cigarettes
Of all the ways in which tobacco is used the cigarette is the mildest form.

You know, ever since the Indians found out the pleasure of smoking tobacco, there have been many ways of enjoying it. But of all the ways in which tobacco is used, the cigarette is the mildest form. Other things are aromatic, but the most convenient smoke. All you have to do is strike a match.

Everything that money can buy and everything that science knows about is used to make Chesterfield. It is made from the best of the best. Chesterfield is the cigarette that’s milder, the cigarette that tastes better. Chesterfield is the cigarette that’s milder, the cigarette that tastes better. (Continued on Page 31)

Chesterfield

© 1941 Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
INTER FRATERNITY RULES GOVERNING NEW CANDIDATES

ARTICLE I. No work for each candidate shall be approved by his fraternity unless recommended by the various fraternities, by the order of rotation, shall be set aside and given to another. These fraternity freshmen to the various houses. These shall constitute the 4th, 5th, and 6th months of the first semester of the school year. At each time, these no internal matters may be discussed.

ARTICLE II. Section 1. On the first three days and only these three days of the week proceeding the Thanksgiving Holiday (November 28, 29, 30), freshmen may be approached on fraternal matters.

ARTICLE II. Section 2. No fraternal matters may be discussed except at the fraternity house.

ARTICLE III. Freshmen may be invited to one visit to each fraternity house during the period in Article 3, section 1.

ARTICLE IV. No bid shall be extended in the time mentioned in Article III.

ARTICLE V. On the Thursday of the week of November 30th at 4:30 p.m. at the committee room to extend an invitation to the freshmen for the Winter season.

ARTICLE VI. Freshmen who accept these bids may present themselves to the fraternity house and shall then be invited for the Winter season.

ARTICLE VII. All freshmen who accept these bids shall be notified of the final formal bid and arrangements for the Winter season.

ARTICLE VIII. Freshmen who accept these bids shall be provided with the official bid and arrangements for the Winter season.

ARTICLE IX. Freshmen who accept these bids shall be considered to be fraternity members.

ARTICLE X. Freshmen who accept these bids shall be notified of their membership in the fraternity and shall be invited to the fraternity house for the final formal bid.

DELTA KAPPA PHI

On the soil of the states of Indiana, D. K. DeLong led a long summer vacation with the men of that fraternity. His days started early and finished late. He took the “Joe” juries, the “Bunch,” and “Bob” Thorns to Boston recently. When he wishes to see Boston people, he is always welcome to the fraternity house. He is always welcome to the fraternity house.

Mr. DeLong was recently seen on the campus where he saw at the Yalies. May he be the best of all the freshmen. Where’s your head, Joe?

Delphin actually deserted Boston. He/en leaves this summer during their social season with the Greeks. He says that he wants to work in New York.

Congratulations to "Eddie" Alber, and "Benny" Jackson. We congratulate them with "Bud" here and hope that he will soon recover from his recent injury.

Mortenson has decided to pass P. C. on this year. This means only a week up in the Village.

Epsilon is in the Sorority Auditorium again. Take this time to be proud that there was a big NBA parade with three American Legion bands.

ARTICLE XI. In the event that students enrolled at Lowell Textile Institute after bids have been given off, there shall be a meeting of the latter Fraternity Council at the beginning of the year to discuss the procedures that would be taken to include the freshmen in a manner satisfactory to all concerned.

ARTICLE XII. Stress, Omega Psi, is exempt in all articles except Article 4.

ARTICLE XIII. The above agreements shall be made and carried out in the best interest of the fraternity and shall be enforceable.

The Sophomore Hold Their First Class Meeting on Wednesday, September 27, during the Fall Period.

The election of officers took place, and the following men were elected to serve for the coming year:


After the election of the officers, the class formulated plans for the initiation of the freshmen, and for the coming year.

The class met on the 26th and the formal meeting was held on the 27th.
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Learn to Study

(Continued from page 3)

a child who has seen nothing to read. For stuck up his tongue, he twists his toes around the rails of the chair, he wiggles and squirms in his seat to concentrated. He reads with his whole attention to start with. As he goes more used to reading he doesn't have to work so hard at it, but a good many young nervous readers. If you look around the reading room in a public library you will see people who still move their fingers across the page, which move their lips and say the words to themselves. You can read two or three times as fast as you can speak, but if you want slow down your rate of reading in the speed at which you can say each word so you go about, you can see what this will do to the amount of study you can accomplish in a given time.

Your eye moves in jerks across a line of type, not steadily. They lose time in the stops. Some people glanced at the beginning of a line, then they skip to the end of it, then they go back to the middle. This makes three time-consuming stops in a single line. Some people stop for almost every letter or syllable in a word, others can see not only a word at a time, but a sentence. Some people can look at a paragraph and take up the meaning of a whole string of sentences without having to read them word by word. They find some joy word, and go at it as a kind of guesswork ahead as to what the author is going to say.

If you are going over material in order to remember it, it is important to see it in its inner relationships, to see it as a whole. In reading, it is possible to guess what comes after a paragraph if you know what comes before it. Look first at the table of contents and glance through the chapter headings to see what they are about, so that you can get an idea of what goes before a certain paragraph and what comes after it, and try to see this paragraph in its setting as a part of the whole book. In this way you may save yourself reading about the actual number of words in every book. Be sure to test yourself before and after, to see if you have gotten out of your reading what you wanted to get out of it. You can make a test of yourself, then follow out your course of study, and then retent yourself to see if you have gotten something that you did not have in the beginning. Keep a record of your progress and make graphs about it. If you like, with curves to show new highs or new lows.

Get That Motivation

One thing everyone experiences in trying to read or study is mind wandering. How keep your mind on your work? You read a couple of pages, and then you realize that your attention has drifted away and you don't know what you've read. Here is a method to do about it. Get a list of points. When you find your mind has wandered away from the subject before you, put down what it has wandered to. No matter what the thing is you find yourself thinking about, no matter how unimportant the theme put it down clearly. For the mind does not wander away from things, it wanders toward things, and it is important to know what direction you are being pulled by these various influences. Your mind is like a little boat being pulled by a number of springs pulling in different directions. One spring tightening a little and your mind swings over that way. The spring loosens, and your mind is pulled back toward another spring. Pick up your book and start to read. Presently you find your mind has wandered again. Note down what came into your mind and go back to your book. Note the next subject it wandered to, and the next until you have a page or two of notes. Then look over these vbows and size yourself up. You will find that you are getting disturbed by a few things that could easily be gotten out of your head. Some of them are little things like whether you are not actually staring at a baldachin, a baldachin, or a baldachin, more quickly. The results of experimentation that the adventure has with those who read quickly, if the text were regarded as a whole. The best way to solve the problem is to get that interest, so that it will not be interrupted by other paper, and facing another subject, or another subject, or another subject. You can start up, if you can get this done, then you can come back to your study. If you can't do it immediately, then put down your schedule a time for doing it. Then you will find some things noted down on your sheet that are much more effective, such as way to get to be a United States Senator, or how to select the right mother for your child.

The difficulty here lies in thinking about the old result and not the intermediate steps. Translate these same and generalizations into the kind of steps that need to be taken to get you there effectively. Every thing can be done about it. This will be much more apt to get you where you want to go.

So round
and pure
and
fully packed
WITH FINE TOBACCOS

that's why
Luckies draw
so easily

You've noticed it and you've appreciated the smooth, ever-burning quality that is so much a part of Luckies' character... Round and pure—fully packed with the world's choicest Turkish and Domestic tobaccos—and no loose ends. That's why Luckies draw so easily, burn so uniformly.
LOWELL TEXTILE REGISTRATION INCREASES 9 PER CENT

(Continued from page 1)

President Dow stressed anew the need for national recognition for the textile industry, despite the fact that it is the largest single employer in the country. He said that the textile industry should be treated as one of the three major industries in the United States, along with the automobile industry and the steel industry. He also said that the textile industry should be given its rightful place in the national economic development plan.
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